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FEBRUARY, 1992, VOLUME 25, NO. 3

Shady Change in Financial Aid Policy
It has come to our attention that
the financial aid office has quietly
implement changes that may have an
adverse effect on the retention of minority students.
Students are required to have successfully completed seventy-five percent of their enrolled credit hours during the year. In addition, students are
also expected to maintain a minimum
cumulative grade point average of 2.0
after their second year of study in order
to qualify for financial aid renewal.
Furthermore, the entire student
appeals process has been drastically
changed. In the past, appeals were
reviewed by a committee that represented the entire university community.

There were representatives from the
faculty, staff, students, and the financial
aid office, as well as, El Centro and the
Center For Inner City Studies. The objectivity and diversity they represented
as well as their authority to make decisions have been usurped.
Now, appeals are reviewed directly by the Finantial Aid staff. They
decide whether to accept or deny an
appeal. Any appeal they deny is sometimes sent to an unidentified appeals
committee who has no real power to
determine an appeal. When the committee makes a recommendation, it is
sent to the director of Financial Aid who
makes the final decision.
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Q.O.S.,
My name is Julia Rodnguez. I have been a
student of Northeastern Illinois University for the past
five years. During two and a half of those those five years
have been, a part time evening student.
Overthe years I have enjoyed your paper because
it restored the history of the Puerto Rican nation. Your
paper has become an alternative and a challenge to me. I
have never taken what your paper prints verbatim. I have
always sought the truth. Whether many would like to
believe it or not, Q.O.S. is printing the true history of the
Puerto Rican Nation.
I am a product of the West Town/Humboldt Park
community and have witnessed racism first hand. I have
heard teachers in the public school system tell Puerto
Ricans to go back to Puerto Rico if they cannot speak the
language. When Columbus invaded the Americas 500
years ago the indigenous people did not tell him to go back
home if he could not learn the language.
The reason I am writing this letter is because I am
infuriated over an anonymous letter that was written to
Q.O.S., Nov. 25, 1991. In the February issue ofQ.O.S.
on page two is a response from the staff. After reading the
response I stopped by the Q.O.S. office and asked to read
the letter. I thought to myself "It couldn't be that bad".
Well it was not only bad, but racist as well.
In the first paragraph of the letter, the writer
expresses his/her reasons for writing anonymously stating, " I have every reason to fear some retribution for
speaking bluntly to your organization". Do you,
anonymouswriterhaveanyhard-coreevidenceof Q.O.S.
ever attacking anyone who spoke bluntly against their
ideas? If so, do you not feel the university community
should be aware of it? Or do you just fear Latinos in
general? I feel you fear Latinos in general, especially if
you grew up in this society where Latinos are stereotyped
as cold- blooded killers, drug addicts, rapists, drug dealers
and thieves. It's a good thing I am Latina, otherwise I
might bescaredoftheLatinocommunity also. I am also
happy to know that stereotypes only benefit those who
start them. You anonymous writer have nothing to fear
of Q.O.S., they are pretty easy going. Believe it or not,
their school bags only contain books!
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The writer also criticizes Q.O.S. for endorsing
violence by Puerto Ricans. Remember January, 1991?
Letmerefreshyourmemory. Your country, the United
States, went to war in the Middle East. Did you write
letters to every news medium in the country and ask
them not to endorse the war? (A war which the United
States had no business being involved). Just because
this is your country, are you proud of the "upper-hand"
the United States has throughout the world?
Just as every person in this country is entitled
to the privileges constructed by the framers of the
United States constitution, soisQ.O.S. BecauseQ.O.S.
does not support Republican or Democratic parties in
this country does not make them inhumane individuals.
They are a group of students with a different agenda.
Because Q.O.S. supports the independence of Puerto
Rico, one of the last remaining colonies in the world,
does not make them advocates of violence or terrorism.
The anonymous letter specifically addresses
an article published in the October, 1991 issue of
Q.O.S., about Oscar Collazo and Griselio Torresola.
You, anonymous writer, have no right to dictate to the
Puerto Rican nation, nor any othernation, who and what
is patriotic to them. We are bombarded with Columbus,

continued on page 11
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Student Profile

Alejandro Echevarria was born in Chicago, and has lived in the Humboldt Park communityfor most
ofhis life. HegraduatedfromRobertoClementeHighSchoolandiscurrentlyasophomore atNortheastern,
majoring in Business finance. He lives with both his parents who are from Puerto Rico and has three other
brothers.
We chose to interview Alejandro for this month's student profile, due to the important role he plays
for those of us who have had the privilege to know him. He is a person full of love, friendship and
determination; an example and inspiration to all ofus.

.

Why do you want to go into Business?
Well, I always liked working with numbers
and I wantto help the community, in the development
of Business (self-help).
Q.O.S. AsaBusinessfinancemajorwhataresomeof
your goals, and how do you plan to help your
community?
I plan to have people invest their money into
stock so that they too can make money, buy homes,
so that they can live comfortable. I plan to help
people take advantage of their money, go into business world so that Puerto Ricans can have a stronger
voice.

How did you hear of U.P.R.S.?
I heard it from my friend Nydia Rivera, in my
freshman year, the first day of school. She told me
there'saclubU.P.R.S.andlshouldgoandvisit,since
then I have met Marcos and other members and now
I feel like part of the family.

How do you feel about the people in U.P.R.S?
I think that they are great friends. When ever
needed, they are there to lend a hand. Also, everyone
in U.P.R.S. has their own political opinions, and they
are respected. You don't have to believe in the
Independence of Puerto Rico, to be accepted.
What would be your goal or vision to come out of

U.P.R.S?
I would like to help everyone in learning the
past as Puerto Ricans, because my experience in
U.P.R.S. has made me proud, among other things, to
be Puerto Rican.

What are some of the problems that you see
Puerto Ricans (Latinos in general) face at N.E.I.U.?

One thing that I notice is that there is no
unity. Everyoneisbythemselves. Theyreallydon't
get together as a group, and try to accomplish goals
or objectives.

Are there any difficulties that you encounter
here at N.E.I.U.?
Well, the only real difficulty I have is my
health.

Why is your health a factor in making school at
N.E.I.U difficulty?
Ever since I was a little kid I have had

continued on page 1 1
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An' Yo' Granma Where She Be?

;, Y Tu Agiiela, A'onde Ejta?

(i Y tu ague la, i a 'onde ejta?)
poem by Puerto Rican poet
Fortunato Vizcarrondo
Translated by Juan Rodrigo Rojas

Fortunato Vizcarrondo

Yestohday yuh call me niggah,
today ah'ma speak yuh see
Mah momma sit with the familie ...
an'yo granma, where she be?
Mah hair be coarse an' nappy,
youm combs silkily
Yo' daddy got sum good hair...
an' yo' granma, hwere she be?
Yo' complekshun come out white
an' yo' cheeks shine rosily
Yo' lips be dhin an' fine ...
an' yo' granma, where she be?
Yuh say I got big lips
an' a red an' kinky cap
But for the good lawd's sake do tell
where you keep yo' granma at.

Aye me dijite negro
y ~oy t~ bo~ a contejta:
M1 mru se s1enta an la sala
i, Y tu agilela, a'onde ejta?
Yo ten go el pelo 'e caiyo;
el tuyo ej seda nama;
Tu pai lo tiene bien lasio,
i, Y tu agtiela, a'onde ejta?
Tu col6 te sali6 blanco
y la mejiya rosa;
Loj lab1oj loj tienej finoj ...
l Y tu agtiela, a'onde ejta?
i,Disej que mi bemba ej grande
y mi pasa colora?
Pero dijme pot la binge,
i, Y tu agile la a' onde ejta?

Your baby girl is white
so yuh stroll her ceaselessly
An' ah be dyin' to shout...
an' yo' granma, where she be?

A tit~ guj~a el foj~ot~,
y a m1 bruJca man1gua,
Tu te laj tyiraj de blanco
i, Y tu agela, a'onde ejta?

Y'all be doin' dat "fox trot",
ah' ma 'bout some jitterbug jive
Y'all be actin' like white folks ...
an' yo' granma, where she hide?

Erej blanquito enchapao
que dentaJ en sosieda,
Temiendo que se conojca
la mama de tu mama

Y'all just a "white plated" whitey
tryin' to move up so-shu-ly
Scared dat they fin' yo' mamma's momma
is not-quite-so-white yuh see.

j Aqui el que no tiene dinga
tiene mandinga ... ! jja, ja!
Por eso yo te pregunto
l Y tu agtiela a'onde ejta?

Now, ovah heah if ,)"OU ain't injun
yo' part niggah jus like me
An das why ah keep axin' ...
an' yo' granma, where she be?
Lissen, you call me black
as if trymg to embarrus me
But my momma sits in the livin' room.
an' yo granma, where she be?
Po' old lady be dyin'
from neglec' quite natcherly
An' even yo' dog won't let her hangout
wit' the rest of the family.

II
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An' yuh know ah know her story
an' fium which side of the track
Yo' granma miz nanny be coming fro,m
Tough yuh hid her in the kitchum
Cause yo' granma is sho 'nuff black ...

Aye me dijite negro
queriendome abochojna.
Mi agtiela sale a la sala,
y la tuya oculta ejta.
La pobre se ejta muriendo
al belse tan maltrta,
Que hajta tu perro le ladra
si acaso a la sala ba.
JY bien que yo la conojco!
se fiama sifia Tata.
Tu la ejconde en la cosina
polque ej prieta de belda...

QllE
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THE AMERICAN DREAM
by Leticia Saucedo
It is my belief that the American Dream is one
of the strongest influencing images in our society. It
projects the image of a nice home that has been bought
with the hard earned money from a respectable job, two
cars that are parlced in the driveway of a two door garage,
a wife to come home to and and who will share the
American Dream at one's side, along with two children,
a boy and a girl, enrolled in a good school and are
receiving a good and respectable education. All this,
plus living in harmony integrated in a society that one is
now part of as the result of one's "hard work," is the
American Dream. Isn't it wonderful!
At first, people of color such as Latinos and
Blacks are seduced by the reward that the American
Dream image projects. They are prepared to do what it
takes to achieve it, but before obtaining all these respectable items, they first have to obtain respect as a
person in the anglo society that has labeled them as
"spies" and "niggers" since the day they were born.
These people of color have been citizens of the United
States for years, and yet their living conditions and their
situations are not much different from those in the past
and are improving disproportionately inrelation to those
of the white man.
These "minorities" have heard of the American
Dream and have worked hard at honest jobs because
they wantto earn good money to begin the quest for their
dream. But what kind of jobs are available for Latinos
and Blacks? Factories with low wages, fast food restaurants with petty benefits, and of course there are
office positions available for them with job openings in
the mail room. They are honest jobs, aren't they? At the
work site, they must also work as hard or twice as hard
as the white man in order to be respected, and despite
their efforts, what they get in return comes short of what
they expected. In some occasions they are still seen as
"spies" and "niggers" by some of their higher rankings
co-workers, and therefore, are involuntarily granted the
poorest working conditions, which are the back-breaking
manual work and themental-strainingassignments which
no one else wants. But wait! This was not mentioned as
part of the American Dream! Read this fine print, my
friends, where it says, "No 'minorities' allowed."
This pattern of life for people of color repeats

itself over and over and when these people of color
finally try to buy that dream home with their well earned
money, they realize that many real estate agencies will
not sell homes to Latinos or Blacks in white neighborhoods because "there goes the neighborhood," they say
when one ofus buys a house in their community. The
situations also become repetitive when sending their
children to a good school to receive a respectable
education. How could this be accomplished if the
schools are over crowded and situated in gang-infested
communities?
Finally realizing that they never will be seen as
an equal to the white man or even be accepted by them,
these people of color are stricken in the face by reality,
and the image of the American Dream begins to fade
and give way to the individual dream. Being conceived
by real experiences and nourished with the desires and
anxieties of people who have been discriminated against
for a long time in their own country, this dream is born
with a realistic and valid aspect to which the American
Dream, in the eyes of these people of color, is far from
being a reality.
The many members of these groups who have
struggle against the stereotypes, lived through the discriminations and were still able to achieve their own
dream, separate from the American Dream. Those who
accomplish this, possess the mental power and the self
determination ofmaterializing theirown dreams. These
people should be proud of their achievements because,
besides it being personal accomplishments, they have
brought pride and respect to their race and have demonstrated to the racist society that they do not need or want
the crumbs given to them inordertolive up to the image
of an American Dream. They have created and achieved
something more powerful and valuable, the reality of
their individual dreams.
Unfortunately, there are many people of color
who firmly believe in the American Dream, and many
will throw their hearts and souls into the melting pot in
order to achieve this dream. What they don't realize is
that even though they accomplish all the glories included in the American Dream and despite how white
they may behave, they will never be accepted by the
racist society that rules the world today.

-

CCAB and
UPRS
present:
s
PIRITHO
Author of Down these Mean Streets,
poet and inspiring speaker

SESSION I-8:00am to 9:15am
SESSION II-9:25am to 10:40am
SESSION III-10:S0am to 12:05pm
SESSION IV-2:lSpm to 1:05pm
All sessions will be conducted in
Alumni Hall, on April 2, 1992.
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Confronted with our Reality
by Lamro Velasques
On February 13, 1992Aspira and the
Union for Puerto Rican Students (U.P.R.S)
co-sponsored an slide show presentation by
Black Puerto Rican painter, Juan Sanchez.
Sanchez, one of Puerto Rico's most prominent
contemporary artists, presented a series of his
works which are inmersed in our African
Heritage. A heritage which we are proud to
celebrate as Puerto Ricans, not only during
Black History Month but whenever we have a
chance.
The activity was well attended by
more than fifty students, many of whom took

notes on just about everthing he said. One of
his most touching pieces was one he dedicated
to his mother's memory.
His work shows the reality of Puerto
Ricans and other peole of color living inthe
U.S. and talks aboput some of the problems
that we are confronted with such as
unemploymwent, racism, drugs and A.I.D.S.
We would like to thank Prof. Santiago
Vaca, of the Art Department, who stronly
supported this activity and patiently delt with
our group through the many obstacles the
university administration presented trying to
prevent this activity from taking place.

NAPO Chairman Lectures During Black History Month
by Riccadonna Rivera
On Tuesday the 25th of February, Chokwe
Lumumba, a prominent Black lawyer and Chairman
of the New Afrikan People's Organization, visited
our campus through the combined efforts of the
Black Caucus and the Union for Puerto Rican
Students. Lumumba was born in Detroit, Michigan
but is currently living in Mississippi.
He has
lectured all around the country on issues concerning
racism, prejudice and the history of the struggle to
build a New Afrikan Nation in the continent of
America.
Tuesday's lecture dealt with the role the fbi and cia
have played in oppressing Black people and their
struggles for equality. He also mentioned some
facts about fbi involvement in the assassination of
Martin Luther King Jr. He spoke about the colonization of Blacks, Native Americans, Puerto Ricans
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and Mexicans within the borders of the united states.
He strongly encouraged people to be active in
groups that struggle for human justice, and was
emphatic about the need for unity among people of
color. He cautioned about wearing X symbols as
fashion, stating that it's more important to know
what Malcolm X had to say, and that he was about
Black Nationalism.
In ending, Chokwe offered us "radicals"
who might be discouraged by closed minded people
who refuse to think, listed, or try to understand our
realities, some words of encouragement. He told us
to be persistent and to take action and keep spreading
the ideals of freedom and equality. I will cherish his
words: "Shake, shake your minds, shake the chains ..."
and my favorite, "Free the Land!!!"
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Students Visit POW Alicia Rodriguez
by Wilfredo Silva
February 9, 1992 was a very special
day for me and a group of students from
UPRS. On this day I was going to meet a
Puerto Rican prisoner of war for the first time.
UPRS organized this visit to see Alicia
Rodriguez, who will complete her twelfth
year in prison this April. We had to give our
names, addresses and
social security numbers
to her mother Josefina,
who in turn sent them to
the penitentiary. Shear- ~ 1
ranged for us to visit her
daughter on that day.
We left Chicago at about
10:30 in the morning.
The trip going there was
pleasant. It was good to
see the open land, country houses, and the
scenery surrounding the
expressway.
By the time we
got to the penitentiary
my heart was pumping about one hundred
miles per hour. This was the first time I would
meet a person labeled by this country as a
"terrorist." My first impression of the facility
was that it looked like a little Dinsney Land.
WHY? Because it looked like a castle except
with barbed wire and fences about twelve feet
high. We gathered outside of the cars and
started walking toward this castle. We walked

~~--
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in and we had to read the rules for visitors of
the facility. Before we entered we had to fill
out these special forms with a lot of questions.
The guards entered our names into the
computer after which, one by one they took us
into a room told us to take off our shoes and to
empty our pockets. The guard checked my
jacket from thread to
thread then he told me
to put my hands
against the wall so he
could search me and
check under my socks.
After everyone was
searched they passed
us through a metal detector and stamped us
with an invisible
stamp which would
only be seen when exposed to an ultra-violet
light. The the guard
yelled eight please
(which meant door
eight). We walked down the hallway to
another door, we passed the that door and
inside was a room that looked like a cafeteria.
There were kids running around, tables, a
snack bar. To the far right there is a gym for
kids to play in. The group found a table near
the other end of this room.
All of us waited for a little while until
they brought her to where we were. When she

------
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pow visit cont....

m

came into the room Marcos said, "there she
is." To my surprise this so called "terrorist"
is 5 '4" tall and about 130 pounds and has the
warmest smile in the world. She walked to
our table and was surprised to see all of us.
First thing she said was: "introduce yourselves." I said, "my name is Wilfredo," and
she responded by saying "give me a hug," I
was somewhat shocked since I had envisioned an image of a soldier-like, rugged,
mean looking woman. While hugging her
her I got a weird feeling, a feeling of acceptance and of family. She gave everyone a
hug.
Aliciasatrightacrossfrom me where
I could see every expression on her face. We
talked about prison and how they treated
her. She shared with us about her past in
Puerto Rico, about her family and friends.
During all this time Alicia was always smiling and very happy. I was curious about all
this happiness that radiated from her as she
spoke with us considering she's spent so
many years in captivity. So I asked her:
"how can you be so happy and full of energy
when you have spent 12 years incarcerated?" Herreplywas, "it'snoteasy, but you
.have to be very disciplined, keep your dignity and respect, and truly believe in
something like the freedom of Puerto Rico.
That's what keeps me going to know thatthe
struggle continues and that young people
like you are out there keeping our dreams
alive." She spoke to all of us and answered
all the questions we asked. The weirdest
thing that happened was that in the middle of

the conversation the guard yelled line-up.
We asked what that meant and she said "the
inmates line-up and get counted to make sure
they are all there." About 20 women got up
and I swear these women didn't look like
inmates they had jeans, skirts, and even
make-up on. They were counted and allowed to go back to their tables.
At the table next to ours, there were
two women with a camera who took pictures
of the visitors with the inmates. One by one
we all took pictures, we gave her some and
we kept some for us so that we could remember this special time we shared.
Our time was up and our visit ended.
As we walked toward the door she encouraged us to take care and to continue studying
hard. We walked to the door where she gave
us all hugs and kisses. As we walked out,
they checked our hands with a fluorescent
light to see if they were stamped. As I walked
out I turned around and behind the glass I saw
the most beautiful, warm and sincere smile in
the world waving good-bye to us knowing
she has to go back to a cell. I could barely
look back at her because I got all choked-up
and my eyes got watery.
On our way home all we talked about
was Alicia and how strong and courages she
is. The thing that stayed in my mind since
then is the image that Alicia Rodriguez is the
bravest and strongest woman that I know. A
person so full oflove that it radiates from her
as she speaks to you. She is one of the
proudest Puerto Rican women I have ever
met!

Ql
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Washington, Lincoln, Roosevelt, the Kennedys and so
on from pre-school until the end of our lives. You
cannot discredit or deny the heroes of Puerto Rico who
have resisted conquest, slavery, oppression, genocide
and racism for the past 500 years. Our patriots did not
fight with self-interest in mind, unlike your hero Christopher Columbus' self-interest!
On October 12, 1992, people across this country will be celebrating the 500th anniversary of Columbus' "discovery" (invasion) of the Americas. How
do you expect myself and the Q.O.S. staff to participate
in these celebrations? Especially in memory of a lost
man. That's right Columbus was lost when he invaded
the islands in the Caribbean. He named the islands the
West Indies because he thought he was in India. All this
hoopla over a lost person who infected our countries
with destruction, diseases, enslavement, and a brutal
fonn of government should offend us.
You anonymous writer, celebrate your hero
even though he was lost and though he treated the Taino
Indians of Puerto Rico like animals they. You have that
freedom. The Q. 0 .S. staff and myself will continue to
support our heroes, such as Collazo and Torresola. The
writer also feels free to tell the Q.O.S. staff, "In some
Hispanic countries, you could disappear in the night in
the back of some policfa vehicle, never to be seen again.
Silenced. No rights at all." What do you know about
the history of Puerto Rican freedom fighters? Did you
know that Puerto Rican freedom fighter Angel
Rodnguez Crist6bal was murdered in a United States
Federal prison in Tallahassee, Florida? Do you know
of the controversial case of two Independentista uni-
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versity students who were brutally murdered in an ambush by colonial police in Puerto Rico? Since 1978 the
case has remained unsolved, but crucial evidence points
to F.B.I. involvement.
What happened to their constitutional rights?
What happened to due process of the law? They were
citizens of the United States, and therefore should have
enjoyed that privilege of the constitution. They were not
spared, nor were they treated as citizens with constitutional
rights. Puerto Ricans had citizenship imposed on them in
1918, just in time for World War I. How convenient.
Guess who was drafted to help the U.S. to fight that war.
The writer wonders why Q.O.S. does not integrate with the mainstream society. Maybe it is because
the mainstream society does not want Puerto Ricans or
Blacks to integrate with the white worl<lng class. If
Latinos and Blacks were welcomed by the mainstream,
then there would be absolutely no reason to spend
taxpayers' money on affinnative action and equal employment opportunity commissions. The reason this
society needs such programs is to remind it that racism
was supposed to have been left behind when slavery was
abolished. The very fact that society needs to be reminded
to treat Latinos and Blacks fairly reflects how deeply
racism still exists in this country.
The anonymous writer leads me to conclude
with many questions in mind, but the most important one
of all , Do you propose a solution to the Puerto Rican
colonial situation? This is a question U.S. citizens have
the responsibility to address. Thankfully, Q.O.S. has
been examining the situation and proposing possibilities
as long as I've been a student atN.E.I.U., and longer.

student pro.file continued....
Cerebral Palsy, so when I walk, I not only get tired
but I'm usually in pain, so it makes it difficult for
me to walk.

Do you have any advice for the Latino students
here N.E.I.U.
We have to unite; move forward. "United
we stand,divided we fall." It's better to be together,

because we can support each other better, and be
more of a family towards each other. It is kind of
tough that a lot of us have to be very involved in our
jobs in order to go to school, which does not give us
the time to join clubs like U .P.R.S, but I think that
those that can should give it a try, I am pretty sure you
would end up liking it.

Ill

by Lazaro Velasques
Many people remember Malcolm X as a person who
wanted to kill white people to avenge all the acts of violence
and genocide that were being committed against his people
(The African-American People).
To me and to many other people he was an inspiration
for change, struggle and justice in this society. There are
hundreds if not thousands of people out there who wear the
Malcolm X hats, sweaters, and buttons but many only have an
abstract idea of who he was and what he stood for.
He is often remembered as a person who advocated
violence against Euro-Americans. However, what is rarely
mentionedisthatMalcolmreallyadvocatedself-defenseagainst
police brutality and racist attacks by whites who believe they
are superior to African-Americans.
In the first few chapters of his autobiography (which
describes his experiences growing up and going to school in
racistMason, Michigan) he beginstogointoatalkhehadwith
one of his teachers. The teacher asked him what he wanted to
be when he grew up and Malcolm said "A lawyer." His teacher
half smiled and replied "Becoming a lawyer is not a realistic
goal for a nigger" and he should think about something a bit
more realistic like carpentry, "A job where you can work with
your hands" he said. In that very same chapter Malcolm X talks
about the effects of that conversation when he says, "It was
almost a physical strain to sit in Mr. Ostrowski's class."
That experience in itself explains what made him
support Black pride, to stands traight, chin up and proud of who
and what you are.
When I read that chapter of his book it reminded me
of a similar experience I once had when I was sixteen in highschool. A white classmate asked me what I wanted to become
in the near future. I also said "A lawyer." He then looked at
me very seriously and said, "Don't become a lawyer. It's not
the type of work for you. You'll have to study a lot, you 'II have
to do a bunch of paper work, etc." To sum it up, he was doing
his best to discourage me.
Because of the environment that he grew up in,
where prostitution and drugs were virtually everywhere, he
did fall into some of that for a few years of his life. His activities
eventually got him arrested and then sent to prison where he
underwent a transfonnation of his conscience. Not because the
prison system rehabilitated him, but because while in prison he
joined the Nation of Islam, a religious organization which
emphasized the reality that his people were in, and preached
'

r

Black nationalism.
He became aware of the fact that although racism
wasn't as open as it was during the 1800' s and centuries before
that, it was still very much alive and well, in the south as well
as in the north where he had grown up. The dominant racist
power structure was still commiting genocide against African
people, only now the tactics of genocide were not as obvious.
Guns and lynching ropes were no longer the primary tools of
genocide, now drugs, high unemployment, self-hatred and low
self esteem are killing people of color. These might not seem
like weapons, but if you analyze them well, you will see that
they are, and that they are, and that they are perpetuated in
indirect ways by institutions that are supposedly meant to serve
and help you, such as schools, and the Mass media, (institutions) which do not serve as agents of change and empowerment but of domestication.
What is a young person of color supposed to think
when all of the founding fathers and great figures of this
country that we are drowned with in grade school such as
George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, Adam Smith, Andrew Jackson, and Abraham Lincoln are all rich, white men
(Not to mention that many of them were slave owners, as well).
It may seem strange or awkward to find that a young
Puerto Rican like me thinks so highly of Malcolm X, but it was
through reading his autobiography, and other literature, that I
became conscious of my peoples' reality.
Besides that, I believe a lot of the same things tie
believed, such as the principle that no group of people has the
right to detennine the destiny of another group of people and
that every liuman being has the right to live, only not at the
expense of others.
I wrote this article specifically for those who only
have an abstract idea of who Malcolm X was and what he stood
for. Because the majority of people who hear his name are
ready Lo condemn him as a person for his hatred of whites
without even trying to learn more about him, about his
childhood and the experiences he had throughout his life which
helped to develope his political consciousness and his anger at
the white power structure inthe United States.
Lets look at things a littlemoreobjectively as opposed
to subjectively, as was done in the case of Malcolm X. Like
reading his autobiography, or listening to some of his speeches
to have a much clearer of understanding of the man.
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